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Managing Faculty and Student 
Expectations at the Circulation Desk
Jen Bartlett, University of Kentucky
Back in Circulation Again 2010
October 1, 2010
Circulation: Not for the Timid
What do we do?
An overview of current practice
What is our environment?
Academic libraries today
What do our users want and expect?
Perceptions and expectations
What can and should we be doing?
Ideas and suggestions for improvement
Five Core Services
Circulation of materials
Shelving and stacks maintenance
Renewals and billing
Print and electronic reserves
Entry and exit control
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Emptying the Litter Pan
Circulation:
The catch-all department
What does your department
do that no one else
wants to?
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Emptying the Litter Pan
off-site storage retrieval
study carrel and locker checkouts
opening and closing the building
maintenance and custodial 
requests
security problems
verification of user credentials
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Emptying the Litter Pan
directional questions
building tours
reference questions during hours 
when the reference desk is closed
interlibrary loan/document delivery 
support
equipment (printers, copiers, phones) 
problems
lost and found
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Trends in Access Services
New services
Consolidation of service desks
Increased automation





need to provide 
evidence of value
Ever greater emphasis 
on technology
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Patron Perceptions




have what I 
need – RIGHT 
NOW
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Perceptions from Colleagues
No professional skills 
needed
Work is mechanical in 
nature










Understanding of how entire library system 
works
Familiarity with community
Ability to think on your feet
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Perceptions of Libraries
If you could 
provide one 
piece of 
advice to your 
library, what 
would it be?
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Suggestions…
“E-mail reminders warning when books are 
due”
“They need to get their attitudes checked, 
and be friendly to people”
“Don’t make the shelves so high”
“Get rid of the ‘no food and drinks’ policy”
“Hire friendly people”
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More suggestions…
“Fees are too expensive – I feel that 
universities as a whole take advantage of 
students who are already on a limited 
income”
“Be more helpful to students and to the 
locals who are not college students. 
Sometimes people are not very helpful to 
the locals in the area”
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Customer/User Service
• Extend hours of operation
• Reexamine the “rules” and fines/fees 
associated with using library materials
• Offer the ability to reserve materials online
• Make renewals easier
• Offer longer lending periods for materials
• Eliminate the fees for photocopies
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Undergraduate Expectations
24/7 access to the 
building
Quiet and group study 
space
Clear guidelines on how 
to use the library
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Grad Student Expectations
Extended or no due 
dates for materials
Unlimited use of study 
rooms
Same-day delivery of 
materials from storage
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Circulation Challenges
Little or no respect from our 
colleagues/parent institution
Gradually being absorbed into an “access 
services” model
Ever decreasing circulation statistics and 
gate counts
Varying expectations depending on user 
group
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“The Heart of the Campus”
“A university is just a group of buildings 
gathered around a library.”
- Shelby Foote
“The demonstration of value is not about 
looking valuable; it’s about being
valuable.”
- Value of Academic Libraries study
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Foundations of Management
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Policies
Foundations of Management
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Policies Training
Foundations of Management




Cover materials circulation, building access, 
patron behavior
Some policies are specific for different 
groups of users
Policies must be clearly communicated on 
webpage, etc.
Policies must be applied fairly
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A Constant Balancing Act






Policies are in writing and transparent
Circulation staff know when they can make 
exceptions and when to refer the issue
Exceptions are applied judiciously
Policies are always under review
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The 5 W’s of Effective Training
WHO: All staff, but esp. student workers
WHAT: Basics, the library, who to ask
WHEN: Early and ongoing
WHERE: At orientation, on the desk
WHY: We are the first point of contact!
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UK Training Overview
Tour of department and library
Mandatory confidentiality and sexual 
harassment training
LCCN training
Checklist of basic skills
Weekly e-mails from student supervisor
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Online Training






Chat board for students
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The Importance of Statistics
It’s ESSENTIAL to document what we do!
Tool for planning workflow
Documentation of qualitative observations
Support for explaining your budget needs
Tool for planning
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Count Everything
Gate counts, # of items circulated
Head counts of users in building
No. and type of questions
No. of damaged items processed
No. of hours spent on specific tasks
No. of security incidents & when
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Stacks Map Example
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Student Hours Example
2:00PM 1 1 1 3
3:00PM 1 1 1 3
4:00PM 1 1 1 3







6:00PM 1 1 1 1 4
7:00PM 1 1 1 1 4
8:00PM 1 1 1 1 4
9:00PM 1 1 1 1 4
10:00PM 1 1 1 1 4
11:00PM 1 1 1 3
FULL FUNDING 54 2 1 57
5% CUT 54 2 1 57
10% CUT 54 2 1 57
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Top Priority Tasks - Students must do
Working desk
Checking out material




Erasing pencil marks in books for Preservation
Helping patrons with printers, copiers & DART machines
Checking book drop




Second Priority Tasks 
Shelfreading
Searching for C/R & recalls
Pulling books for Reserves
Filling in at AV Desk
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Advocacy for Circulation
Attend campus-wide meetings
Present at new faculty orientations
Stay on top of the literature
Support real cross-training
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Thank you!
Jen Bartlett
University of Kentucky Libraries
jen.bartlett@uky.edu
http://www.uky.edu/Libraries
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